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Abstract

The profile of energy deposited by runaway electrons (RAEs) of 10 or 50 MeV in International Thermonuclear

Experimental Reactor-Fusion Energy Advanced Tokamak (ITER-FEAT) plasma facing components (PFCs) and the

subsequent temperature pattern have been calculated by using the Monte Carlo code FLUKA and the finite element

heat conduction code ANSYS. The RAE energy deposition density was assumed to be 50 MJ/m2 and both 10 and 100

ms deposition times were considered. Five different configurations of PFCs were investigated: primary first wall ar-

moured with Be, with and without protecting CFC poloidal limiters, both port limiter first wall options (Be flat tile and

CFC monoblock), divertor baffle first wall, armoured with W. The analysis has outlined that for all the configurations

but one (port limiter with Be flat tile) the heat sink and the cooling tube beneath the armour are well protected for both

RAE energies and for both energy deposition times. On the other hand large melting (W, Be) or sublimation (C) of the

surface layer occurs, eventually affecting the PFCs lifetime.
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1. Introduction

The damage of plasma facing components (PFCs) by

the impact of high energy runaway electrons (RAEs)

[1–5] is of major concern for the design of the Interna-

tional Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor-Fusion

Energy Advanced Tokamak (ITER-FEAT). Particularly

dangerous are the RAEs generated at the end of the

thermal quench of a plasma disruption. The large

plasma loop voltage inductively sustained by the col-

lapsing poloidal magnetic field can accelerate these

electrons up to very high energies. The RAE energy can

be eventually deposited inside the PFC material in a

time-scale up to an hundred milliseconds. The main

scope of this work is therefore the computing of the

volumetric energy deposition and of the resulting tem-

perature pattern in the PFCs of ITER-FEAT, for dif-

ferent geometries and loading conditions.

In Section 2 the different PFC configurations are

reported together with the loading conditions. In Section

3 the numerical codes used for the evaluation of the

energy deposition profile (FLUKA) and of the temper-

ature pattern (ANSYS) are briefly introduced. Finally,

in Section 4, the results from FLUKA and ANSYS are

presented and discussed.

2. PFCs configuration and loading conditions

The volumetric energy deposition by RAEs in the

PFCs and the resulting thermal field was investigated for
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the following geometries: (1) primary first wall without

poloidal limiters, (2) primary first wall with CFC po-

loidal limiters, (3) port limiter first wall (beryllium flat

tile option), (4) port limiter first wall (CFC monoblock

option), (5) divertor baffle first wall.

In Table 1 the material and thickness of the armour

and of the heat sink as well as the material, internal

diameter and pitch of the cooling tubes, are reported for

all the considered geometries.

As far as the geometry 2 is concerned, a set of 18

radiatively cooled poloidal guard limiters, with circular

profile, is envisaged to protect the primary first wall

against the RAEs. The limiters are connected to the first

wall only through a narrow stainless steel stem.

During the plasma start-up and shutdown phases, the

port limiter has the specific functions of defining the

plasma boundary and protecting the other regions of

the primary first wall and the antennas from the direct

contact with plasma.

The baffle component has the function of preventing

back diffusion of particles from the divertor region. The

baffle first wall is integrated in the upper part of the

divertor vertical target. For all the geometries the cool-

ant is assumed to be water, with temperature, pressure

and velocity 100 �C, 3 MPa and 10 m/s, respectively.

Two electron energies, 10 and 50 MeV, were con-

sidered; RAEs were assumed to impinge on PFCs with

an incidence angle of 1�, the same of the magnetic field

lines. In order not to neglect the energy load by reflected

electron returning on the surface, a toroidally uniform

distribution of RAEs [5] and constant conditions in the

poloidal direction were assumed for the simulated first

wall region. The unavoidable toroidal peaking owing to

first wall misalignment was successively taken into ac-

count in the choice of the surface energy density value

for thermal analysis. The value of the toroidal magnetic

field was assumed to be BT ¼ 8 T for geometries 1, 2, 5

and BT ¼ 5 T for geometries 3, 4, depending on the in-

board or outboard location of the PFCs.

Regarding the situation just before the onset of

RAEs generation, a plasma load in normal operating

conditions of 0.5, 3 and 8 MW/m2 was assumed for the

primary first wall, the divertor baffle and the port lim-

iter, respectively. A neutronic volumetric heat deposition

of 5 MW/m3 for Be and C armour and of 8 MW/m3 for

copper alloy and steel were assumed too.

3. Computational tools

The Monte Carlo code FLUKA [6] was used to

compute the energy deposition profile inside the PFCs.

FLUKA is an integrated, versatile multi-particle Monte

Carlo program, capable to handle a wide variety of

particle and radiation transport problems. With respect

to previously used Monte Carlo codes, that needed an

accurate choice of the step length in order to simulate in

a proper way multiple scattering processes [3], FLUKA

code uses a special multiple Coulomb scattering algo-

rithm [7] making results practically independent of step

size, even when thin layers or magnetic fields are present.

In this application to RAEs energy deposition, the

geometrical model consists of a 3-D layered structure

with the X -, Y - and Z-axis oriented along the toroidal,

the poloidal and the radial direction, respectively. The

structure is divided into 24 unit regions centred on the

cooling tubes. Starting from the plasma, each one con-

sists of armour, heat sink, cooling tube and coolant.

Constant conditions being assumed in the poloidal di-

rection, the patterns of electron and photon fluxes and

Table 1

The fraction of energy deposited by a RAE of 10 and 50 MeV in ITER-FEAT PFCs

Geometry Armour

material

(thickness)

Heat sink

material

(thickness)

Cooling tube

material

(Uint, pitch)

RAE

energy

(MeV)

FW

(%)

HS

(%)

Tube

(%)

Total

(%)

Missing

(%)

1 Be (10) Cu (22) SS (10, 28) 10 97.4 0.85 0.038 98.3 1.7

50 84.4 6.6 0.2 92.6 7.4

2 Be/C (6/40) Cu (22) Cu (10, 28) 10 Limiter 96.9 97.6 2.4

50 Limiter 86.4 88 12

3 Be (4) Cu (23) Cu (15, 21) 10 90.1 7.8 0.17 98.1 1.9

50 51 33.5 2.3 88 12

4 C (15) C (20) Cu (10, 23) 10 96.8 0.3 0.17 97.3 2.7

50 83.4 2.1 1.1 87 13

5 W (10) Cu (22) Cu (10, 23) 10 87 1.9 0.17 89 11

50 77.1 3 0.25 80.5 19.5

In the first four columns the type of geometry, the material and thickness of armour and heat sink and the material, inner diameter and

pitch of cooling tubes are reported too. Dimensions are in 10�3 m.
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of the deposited energy were mapped in the ZX plane

and radial profiles of the above quantities were pro-

duced as well.

The energy deposition was calculated both compo-

nent by component (armour, heat sink, tube wall,

cooling fluid), to verify the energy balance fulfilling, and

with geometry binning option, by subdividing the geo-

metry into a spatial grid based on Cartesian axes. The

dimension of the bins was 0.001, 0.001 and 0.02 m in the

toroidal, radial and poloidal direction, respectively. To

attain a good statistics as many as 2� 105 test particles

were run.

The thermal analysis was then carried out on the

basis of the volumetric energy deposition calculated in a

zone fulfilling the assumption of toroidal uniformity of

the RAE loading (see next paragraph).

To get the temperature pattern and the molten layer

thickness (for metallic armour) in the chosen unit region

the finite element heat conduction code ANSYS [8] was

used.

The thickness of the mesh elements and the time step

were chosen taking into account the stability constraint

to be satisfied by an explicit solution method.

The steady state thermal field resulting from the

normal operating conditions was firstly evaluated. Then

the volumetric energy deposition values, as outgoing

from FLUKA analysis, were used as input for the

thermal transient analysis, for all the RAE energies and

deposition times. Taking into account toroidal and po-

loidal peaking factors, a conservative value of 50 MJ/m2

for geometry 1, 3, 4, 5 and 300 MJ/m2 for geometry 2 in

the time of 0.01 or 0.1 s was assumed for the energy

density loading.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Energy deposition profile

As said in Section 2, one of the input assumptions to

be fulfilled is the toroidal uniformity of the RAEs energy

loading. This means that �edge effects� related to a finite

size of the electron beam in the toroidal direction, are to

be avoided in the numerical simulation. In other words,

a suitable toroidal beam size must be chosen in order to

avoid underestimating the energy deposition by disre-

garding the reflected RAEs returning on the surface.

Therefore larger and larger toroidal dimension of the

electron beam was tested, the goal being the attainment

of a sufficiently large model region on which the specific

energy load become independent on the toroidal di-

mension of the beam. From the analysis of forward and

backward energy crossing the surface as well as of the

deposited energy inside the PFCs it could be concluded

that, for a beam toroidal length of 0.4 m, a suitable

structure zone, as large as several unit regions, fulfilled

the assumption of uniform toroidal distribution of

RAEs. The poloidal spreading of the deposited energy

outside the 0.1 m wide (in the poloidal direction) impact

zone was confirmed to be negligible.

Before coming to the deposited energy patterns, it is

interesting to look at the electron and photon fluences as

calculated by FLUKA. In Fig. 1, as an example, these

fluences (in part/cm2) are mapped in the ZX plane for

geometry 5 and electron energy E ¼ 10 MeV. The di-

rection of incident RAE beam, centred at x ¼ 0:2 m, is

indicated by the arrow. Due to the very shallow inci-

dence angle, the electrons do not penetrate deeply in the

wall, but are �stopped� close to the surface: their fluence

decreases very steeply moving from the surface to the

first wall-heat sink boundary. The armour material in-

fluences the electron penetration and the photon pro-

duction by Bremsstrahlung. For beryllium and carbon

the decrease rate in the first millimeters is slower with

respect to tungsten. As a matter of the fact both the

main electron energy loss processes in the material at the

considered energies, ionisation and Bremsstrahlung,

depend on atomic number (ionisation on Z, Bremsst-

rahlung on Z2). Moreover the electron energies consid-

ered in the FLUKA simulations lay well below the

critical energy Ec for beryllium (namely the energy at

which ionisation and radiation losses are equal). On the

contrary the Ec value for tungsten is about 11 MeV [9].

Therefore a larger number of photons is to be expected

for geometry 5. Bremsstrahlung photons are emitted

mainly in the forward direction, because of the very

shallow incident angle of RAEs. This explains the larger

fraction of lost energy in the overall energy balance for

geometry 5 (see Table 1). The photon fluence radial

decrease is less strong of the electron one, as a result of

the larger photon �radiation length� (i.e. the length at

which the fluence is reduced by a factor 1=e) with respect

to the electron one.

The pattern of deposited energy density (in GeV/cm3)

for 10 MeV incident electron energy is shown for geo-

metry 1 in Fig. 2. In order to get a better resolution, only

the magnified pattern between 0.2 and 0.5 m is shown. In

Fig. 3 the energy deposited in the first wall and in the

walls of the cooling tubes by 10 and 50 MeV RAEs is

plotted against the region number (i.e. the toroidal di-

mension) for geometry 1 and 5. The integral of each

curve gives the fraction of energy deposited in the cor-

responding component.

The fraction of the total energy per electron in each

component (FW, heat sink and cooling tube) is sum-

marised in Table 1 for all the considered cases.

As far as the energy balance is concerned, Table 1

shows that the amount of energy not accounted for in-

creases with the atomic number of armour material and

with the RAE energy. The maximum amount of missing

energy (about 20% of the impinging energy) is found for

geometry 5 (W armour) and ERAE ¼ 50 MeV. This is the
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result of a large photon production and probably of a

large fraction of electrons reflected outside the investi-

gated field. A very small fraction of incident energy

appears to be deposited in the cooling tube walls (2.3%

at most for the geometry 3, for which the armour

thickness is the thinnest, and ERAE ¼ 50 MeV). The

fraction of energy deposited in the Cu heat sink is con-

sistent (about 33%) for geometry 3. Rather surprisingly,

the fraction of energy deposited inside the cooling tube

walls is larger for geometry 5 than for geometry 1, ir-

respective of the much larger stopping power of W with

respect to Be. In principle, the comparison is not correct,

the tube wall material being different; nevertheless the

result, at least partially, comes from the larger photon

production in W and the consequent electromagnetic

shower with electron–positron pair production deeply in

the structure.

4.2. Temperature pattern and PFCs damage

The pattern of the volumetric energy deposition cal-

culated by FLUKA was used as input for the ANSYS

code. The thermal analysis was carried out for one re-

gion only, chosen between the ones fulfilling the re-

quirement of heat load toroidal uniformity. In Fig. 4,

the temperature field just after the RAE energy deposi-

tion, for electron energy of 10 MeV and energy deposi-

tion time of 0.1 s, is shown for geometry 1; in this figure

the amount of armour material attaining a temperature

larger than the melting one, is indicated by the grey

colour. Before summarising the results of thermal

analysis, we remind that the melting of metallic armour

material is taken into account, but no loss of material,

by evaporation or removal by electromagnetic forces, is

allowed. A more detailed calculation of the temperature

pattern should provide for a movable boundary at the

surface, in order to take into account the removal of

evaporated or sublimated material.

Fig. 1. Electron (a) and photon (b) fluence (cm�2) in the ZX plane for geometry 5, E ¼ 10 MeV. The direction of RAE incidence is

indicated by the arrow in (a) (the represented incidence angle is larger than 1� for a better view).

Fig. 2. Deposited energy density (GeV/cm3) in the ZX plane of

geometry 1 by a 10 MeV RAE.
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The main results of the thermal analysis are the fol-

lowing: the melting of armour material occurs for both

geometry 1 and 3 (Be) and for geometry 5 (W). The

thickness of molten beryllium can be as large as 2.5 mm

for ERAE ¼ 10 MeV for both geometry 1 and 3. In ge-

ometry 1 molten thickness is larger for the longer energy

deposition time, as expected. On the other hand no

difference in the molten thickness is found for geometry

3 between 0.01 and 0.1 s energy deposition time, prob-

ably because of the thin layer of Be and the presence of

Cu beneath.

For both geometry 1 and 3 the molten thickness is

smaller for ERAE ¼ 50 MeV, because of the deeper

penetration of deposited energy. The fraction of energy

deposited in the armour of geometry 3 for ERAE ¼ 50

MeV is about one half of the one deposited for

ERAE ¼ 10 MeV. In this case large melting of the copper

heat sink occurs too. Accordingly, the maximum molten

Fig. 4. Temperature pattern (in �C) for geometry 1, just after the

energy deposition by 10 MeV RAEs (deposition time ¼ 0:1 s).

The grey zone indicates material attaining temperature larger

than the Be melting point.

Fig. 3. Energy deposited in the first wall (a,b) and in the tube wall (c,d) regions of geometry 1 and 5 by 10 and 50 MeV RAEs.
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thickness (about 1.6 mm) of W in geometry 5 is for

ERAE ¼ 10 MeV and 0.1 s energy deposition time.

As far as the CFC monoblock geometry is concerned,

the layer of material attaining temperatures larger than

the carbon sublimation temperature is as thick as 1.8

mm, for ERAE ¼ 10 MeV and 0.1 s energy deposition

time.

The temperature of the tube walls remains always

well below the melting temperature of stainless steel

(geometry 1) and of copper (other geometries).

The outer temperature of the tube�s wall is about the
same for the geometry 1 and 5, irrespective of the

tungsten being a much better �electron stopper� with

respect to beryllium. As noted in Section 4.1, this results

from the large photon production in W and the conse-

quent electromagnetic shower.

As far as the geometry 2 is concerned, the high

thermal load, resulting from the not full toroidal struc-

ture of the limiters, leads to an unacceptable erosion of

the limiter heads: a carbon layer as thick as 13 mm at-

tains temperatures higher than the sublimation one (and

therefore is to be considered eroded), for ERAE ¼ 50

MeV and a deposition time of 0.1 s. On the other hand,

at least within the used approximation of a merely ra-

diative thermal coupling between the armour and the

heat sink, the cooling tubes are well protected by the

large mass of the carbon limiters.
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